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Lifelong feminine health
 - we're here for you



Live life on your own terms through lifelong, optimal femininity and well-being.
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Discover our solutions

Innovative and effective solutions to unlock the full potential of ageless femininity for you
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Femcare Products
A self-care routine and products that meet your highest standards
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FemFit™ Classes & Community
Women-focues events and workshops designed exclusively for you
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Pelvic & Women Health Clinic
Evidence-based, safe and effective feminine wellness solutions at our clinic
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Secret99+

Youthful Vagina 'Shot' Nano Gel



Secret99+ supports natural vaginal health rejuvenation in five key areas of a woman's intimate health: immune regularity, circulation support, cognitive support, hormonal support, and longevity.




1
%
REVERSE VAGINAL DRYNESS





79
%
LIBIDO IMPROVEMENT








			
know more








Secret femcare for optimal feminine wellness



The dynamic of womanhood is something we understand. We develop women-oriented solutions that support optimal wellness for you but also positively impact your loved ones through science and technology.









Personalised Care, Assessment & Treatment					

We understand the critical 

importance of understanding your specific needs before anything else









You-Centric Approach					

We succeed when we help you achieve new levels of amazing









Lifelong Youthful Femininity					

We never reach perfection, always whats better next.







10
+
YEARS OF R&D





90
%
Satisfaction rate
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Review

As a peri-menopausal woman, I understand the struggles and uncertainties of this phase of life.



The impact of Secret99+ on my well-being was profound within a week. Now, three years later, I can truly say that Secret99+ has elevated my feminine wellness to a whole new level, resulting in what I can only describe as a total rejuvenation.






Kimberley, CMO at SecretInc. 					

An account of her experience.





Secret99+ will help you reclaim your femininity, enhance your well-being, and live life on your terms.




News & Updates
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Female Menopause Solution Recommended by Malaysian Medical Professionals
You’ve hit your 40s, you work out, you eat well and you are looking
  Sexual health 
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Unlocking the Power of Vaginal Inner Care: Why Vaginal Absorption Trumps Oral Supplements
In the pursuit of optimal feminine wellness, the method of delivery for supplements and
  intimate health 
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Lifelong Feminine Vitality is Possible: Introducing Secret99+ Nano Gel
It's time to say goodbye to discomfort and hello to optimal well-being with this
  intimate health 
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Tel: +6-016-312-8223

Mon-Fri 9:00AM - 5:00PM 



E: care[@]secretinc.co



Operation Office:


Level 30, The Gardens North Tower, Lingkaran Syed Putra, Mid Valley, 59200 KL



R&D Centre:


3, Gwanggyojungang-ro, Suji-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea



Sign up for the newsletter




Email
 I’m okay with getting emails and having that activity tracked to improve my experience.
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